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Abstract. We propose in this paper a framework for inter-agents
dialogue to reach an agreement, which formalize a debate in which
the divergent representations are discussed. For this purpose, we pro-
pose an argumentation-based representation framework which man-
ages the conflicts between claims with different relevances for dif-
ferent audiences to compute their acceptance. Moreover, we propose
a model for the reasoning of agents where they justify the claims to
which they commit and take into account the claims of their inter-
locutors. This framework bounds a dialectics system in which agents
play a dialogue to reach an agreement about a conflict of representa-
tion.

1 Introduction

A fundamental communication problem in open multiagent systems
is caused by the heterogeneity of agents knowledge, in particular the
discrepancy of the underlying ontologies. The approaches, such as
standardization [6] and ontology alignment [4], are not suited due to
the system openness. Since standardization requires that all parties
involved reach a consensus on the ontology to use, it seems very un-
likely that it will ever happen. On the other hand, ontology alignment
is a technique that enables agents to keep their individual ontolo-
gies by making use of mappings. However, we do not knowa priori
which ontologies should be mapped within an open multiagent sys-
tem. Conflicts of representation should not be avoid but resolved [1].
Contrary to [3], our work is not restricted to a protocol but also pro-
vide a model of reasoning and a model of agents.

Argumentation is a promising approach for reasonning with in-
consistency information. In [14], Dung formalizes the argumenta-
tion reasonning with a framework made of abstract arguments with a
contradiction relation to determine their acceptances. Classicaly, the
extensions of this framework are built upon a background logic lan-
guage [13, 7]. Therefore, arguments are not abstract entities but rela-
tions of consequence between a premise and a conclusion. Moreover,
are introduced argumentative frameworks which assign strength to
the arguments according to one (in [13]) or many priority relation-
ships (in [12, 7]).

In this paper, we aim at using argumentative technics in order to
provide a dialogical mechanism for the agents to reach an agreement
on their representations. For this purpose, we extend DIAL [7], a for-
mal framework for inter-agents dialogue based upon the argumenta-
tive technics. We propose here an argumentation-based representa-
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tion framework, offering a way to compare definition with contradic-
tion relation and to compute their acceptance. We propose a model
of agent reasonning to put forward some definitions and take into ac-
count the definitions of their interlocutors. Finally, we bound here a
dialectic system in which a protocol enables two agents to reach an
agreement about their representations.

Paper overview.Section 2 introduces the example of dialogue that
will illustrate our framework throught this paper. In section 3, we
provide the syntax and the semantic of the description logic which
is adopted in this paper. Section 4 presents the argumentation frame-
work that manages interaction between conflicting representations.
In accordance with this background, we describe in section 5 our
agent model. In section 6, we define the formal area for agents de-
bate. The section 7 presents the protocol used to reach an agreement.

2 Natural language

A dialogue is a coherent sequence of moves from an initial situation
to reach the goal of participants [9]. For instance, the goal of dia-
logues consists in resolving a conflict about a representation. In the
initial situation, two participants do not share the same definition of
a concept, either because one participant ignore such a definition, or
their own definitions are contradictory. Such cases appear quite often
in dialogues and may cause serious communication problems. At the
end of the dialogue, the participants must reach an agreement about
the definition of this concept.

Before we start to formalize such dialogues, let us first discuss the
following natural language dialogue example between a visitor and a
guide in the Foire de Paris:

• visitor : Which kind of transport service can I use to go the Foire
de Paris ?

• guide : The subway is a suitable transport service.
• visitor : Why the subway is a suitable transport service ?
• guide : The subway can transport you in the Hall C at the level 2.
• visitor : To my opinion, the service must transport me anywhere

in Paris.
• guide : To my opinion, the service does not need to transport you

anywhere in Paris but a taxi can.

In this dialogue, two participants share the concept “suitable trans-
port service”. However, this dialogue reveals a conflict in the diver-
gent definitions of this concept and resolve it. The guide considers
that the definition of the visitor make authority and adjust her own
representation to adopt this definition. Below we will assume the
guide gives priority to the visitor’s concepts.



3 Ontology and Description Logic

In this section, we provide the syntax and the semantics for the well-
knownALC [8] which is adopted in the rest of the paper.

The data model of a knowledge base (KBase, for short) can be ex-
pressed by means of the Description Logic (DL, for short) which has
a precise semantic and effective inference mechanisms. Moreover,
most ontologies markup langagues (e.g. OWL) are partly founded on
DL. Although, it can be assumed that annotations and conceptual
models are expressed using the XML-based languages mentioned
above. The syntax of the representation adopted here is taken from
standard constructors proposed in the DL literature. This representa-
tion language is sufficiently expressive to support most of the princi-
pal constructors of any ontology markup language.

In ALC, primitive concepts, denotedC,D, . . . are interpreted as
unary predicates and primitive roles, denotedR,S, . . ., as binary
predicates. We call description a complex concepts which can be
built using constructors. The syntax ofALC is defined by the follow-
ing BNF definition:C → ⊤|⊥|C|¬C|C ⊔D|C ⊓D|∃R.C|∀R.C

The semantics is defined by an interpretationI = (∆I , ·I), where
∆I is the non-empty domain of the interpretation and·I stands for
the interpretation function. The semantics of the constructors are
summarized in the figure 1.

Figure 1. Semantics of theALC constructors

Name Syntax Semantics
top concept ⊤ ∆I

bottom concept ⊥ ∅
concept C CI ⊆ ∆I

concept negation ¬C ∆I − CI

concept conjunction C1 ⊓ C2 CI
1 ∩ C

I
2

concept disjunction C1 ⊔ C2 CI
1 ∪ C

I
2

existencial restriction ∃R.C {x ∈ ∆I ; ∃y ∈ ∆I((x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI)}
universal restriction ∀R.C {x ∈ ∆I ; ∀y ∈ ∆I((x, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ CI)}

A KBaseK = 〈T ,A〉 contains a T-boxT and a A-boxA. The
T-box includes a set of concept definition (C ≡ D) whereC is the
concept name andD is a description given in terms of the language
constructors. The A-box contains extensional assertions on concepts
and roles. For example,a (resp.(a, b)) is an instance of the concept
C (resp. the roleR) iff aI ∈ CI (resp.(aI , bI) ∈ RI). We call
claims, the set of concept definitions and assertions contained in the
KBase. A notion of subsumption between concepts is given in terms
of the interpretations.

Definition 1 (Subsumption). LetC andD be two concepts.C sub-
sumesD (denotedC ⊒ D) iff for every interpretationI its holds
thatCI ⊇ DI .

Indeed,C ≡ D amounts toC ⊒ D andD ⊒ C. We allow that
the KBase contains partial definitions,i.e.axioms based on subsump-
tion (C ⊒ D). Below we will useALC in our argumentation-based
representation framework.

4 Argumentation KBase

At first, we consider that agents share a common KBase. In order
to manage the interactions between conflicting claims with different
revelances, we introduce an argumentation KBase.

We present in this section a value-based argumentation KBase,i.e.
an argumentation framework built around the underlying logic lan-
guageALC, where the revelance of claims (concept definitions and

assertions) depends on the audience. The KBase is a set of sentences
in a common language, denotedALC, associated with a classical in-
ference, denoted⊢. In order to take into account of the variability
of particular situations, we are concerned by a set of audiences (de-
noted℧A = {a1, . . . , an}), which adhere to different claims with a
variable intensity.

The audiences share an argumentation KBase,i.e. a set of claims
promoting values:

Definition 2. Let ℧A = {a1, . . . , an} be a set of audiences. The
value-based argumentation KBaseAK = 〈K, V, promote〉 is defined
by a triple where:

• K = 〈T ,A〉 is a KBase, i.e. a finite set of claims inALC;
• V is a non-empty finite set of values{v1, . . . , vt};
• promote: K → V maps from the claims to the values.

We say that the claimφ relates to the valuev if φ promotesv. For
everyφ ∈ K, promote(φ) ∈ V .

To distinguish different audiences, values, both concrete and ab-
stract, constitute starting points [10]. Values are arranged in hierar-
chies. For example, an audience will value both justice and utility
but an argument may require a determination of strict preference be-
tween the two. Since audiences are individuated by their hierarchies
of values, the values have different priorities for different audiences.
Each audience ai is associated with avalue-based argumentation
KBasewhich is a 4-tuple AKi = 〈K, V, promote,≪i〉 where:

• AK = 〈K, V, promote〉 is a value-based argumentation KBase as
previously defined;

• ≪i is the priority relation of the audience ai, i.e.a strict complete
ordering relation onV .

A priority relation is a transitive, irreflexive, asymmetric, and com-
plete relation onV . It stratifies the KBase into finite non-overlapping
sets. The priority level of a non-empty KBaseK ⊆ K (written
leveli(K)) is the least important value promoted by one element in
K. On one hand, a priority relation captures the value hierarchy of
a particular audience. On the other hand, the KBase gathers claims
(concept definitions and assertions) that are shared by audiences.
Definitions, that are consequence relations between a premise and
a conclusion, are built on this common KBase.

Definition 3. Let K be a KBase inALC. A definition is couple
A = 〈Φ, φ〉 whereφ is a claim andΦ ⊆ K is a non-empty set
of claims such as :Φ is consistent and minimal (for set inclusion);
Φ ⊢ φ. Φ is the premise ofA, written Φ = premise(A). φ is the
conclusion ofA, denotedφ = conc(A).

In other words, the premise is a set of claims from which the con-
clusion can be inferred. The definitionA′ is a sub-definition of A
if the premise ofA′ is included in the premise ofA. A′ is a trivial
definition if the premise ofA′ is a singleton. Since the KBaseK can
be inconsistent, the set of definitions (denotedA(K)) will conflict.

Definition 4. LetK be a KBase inALC℧ andA = 〈Φ, φ〉, B =
〈Ψ, ψ〉 ∈ A(K) two definitions.A attacksB iff : ∃Φ1 ⊆ Φ,Ψ2 ⊆
Ψ such asΦ1 ⊢ χ andΨ2 ⊢ ¬χ.

Because each audience is associated with a particular priority re-
lation, audiences individually evaluate the revelance of definitions.

Definition 5. Let AKi = 〈K, V, promote,≪i〉 be the value-based
argumentation KBase of the audience ai and A = 〈Φ, φ〉 ∈



A(K) a definition. According to AKi, the revelance ofA (written
revelancei(A)) is the least important value promoted by one claim
in the premise.

In other words, definitions revelance depends on the priority re-
lation. Since audiences individually evaluate definitions revelance,
an audience can ignore that a definition attacks another. According
to an audience, a definition defeats another definition if they attack
each other and the second definition is not more revelant than the first
one:

Definition 6. Let AKi = 〈K, V, promote,≪i〉 be the value-based
argumentation KBase of the audience ai andA = 〈Φ, φ〉, B =
〈Ψ, ψ〉 ∈ A(K) two definitions.A defeatsB for the audience ai
(written defeatsi(A,B)) iff ∃Φ1 ⊆ Φ,Ψ2 ⊆ Ψ such as : i)Φ1 ⊢
χ andΨ2 ⊢ ¬χ; ii) ¬(leveli(Φ1)≪i leveli(Ψ2)). Similarly, we say
that a setS of definitions defeatsB if B is defeated by a definition in
S.

Considering each audience own viewpoint, we define the subjec-
tive acceptance notion:

Definition 7. Let AKi = 〈K, V, promote,≪i〉 be the value-based ar-
gumentation KBase of the audience ai. LetA ∈ A(K) be a definition
andS ⊆ A(K) a set of definitions.A is subjectively acceptable by
the audience ai with respect to Siff ∀B ∈ A(K) defeatsi(B,A)⇒
defeatsi(S,B).

The following example illustrates our argumentation-based repre-
sentation framework.

Example 1. Let us consider two participants coming to the ”Foire
de Paris” and arguing about suitable transport service. Without loos-
ing generality, we restrict the KBase to the T-box in this example.
The value-based argumentation KBase of the audience a1 (resp. a2)
is represented in the figure 2 (resp. figure 3). The audience is as-

Figure 2. The value-based argumentation KBase of the first participant

≪1 V K
v1 φ11 : Trans(x)

φ21 : Trans(x) ⊒ Subway(x) ⊔ Taxi(x)
v2 φ12 : Taxi(x) ⊓ Subway(x) ≡ ⊥

φ22 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, inParis)
v7 φ7 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, level2hallc)
v6 φ6 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, versailles)
v5 φ5 : Dest(x, versailles) ⊒ Taxi(x) A2

v4 φ4 : Dest(x, level2hallc) ⊒ Subway(x) B

v3 φ3 : Dest(x, inParis) ⊒ Taxi(x) A1

Figure 3. The value-based argumentation KBase of the second participant

≪2 V K
v1 φ11 : Trans(x)

φ21 : Trans(x) ⊒ Taxi(x) ⊔ Subway(x)
v2 φ12 : Taxi(x) ⊓ Subway(x) ≡ ⊥

φ22 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, inParis)
v3 φ3 : Dest(x, inParis) ⊒ Taxi(x) A1

v4 φ4 : Dest(x, level2hallc) ⊒ Subway(x)
v5 φ5 : Dest(x, versailles) ⊒ Taxi(x)
v6 φ6 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, versailles) A2

v7 φ7 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, level2hallc) B

sociated with a KBase, i.e. a set of claims. The different claims

φ11, . . . , φ7 relate to the different valuesv1, . . . , v7. According to
an audience, a value above another one in a table has priority over
it. The five following definitions conflict:
A1 = ({φ11, φ3, φ22},Taxi(x));
A2 = ({φ11, φ5, φ6},Taxi(x));
B = ({φ11, φ4, φ7, φ12},¬Taxi(x));
B′ = ({φ11, φ4, φ7},Subway(x)).
B′ is a sub-definition ofB.
If we consider the value-based argumentation KBase of the audience
a1, A1 relevance isv3 andB′ is v4. Therefore,B defeatsA1 but
A1 does not defeatB. If we consider thevalue-based argumentation
KBase of the audience a2, A1 revelance isv3 andB′ is v7. There-
fore,A1 defeatsB butB does not defeatA1. Whatever the audience
is, the set{A1A2} is subjectively acceptable wrtA(K).

We have defined here the mechanism to manage interactions be-
tween conflicting claims. In the next section, we present a model of
agents which put forward claims and take into account other claims
coming from their interlocutors.

5 Model of agents

In multi-agent setting it is natural to assume that all the agents do
not use exactly the same ontology. Since agents representations (set
of claims and priorities) can be common, complementary or contra-
dictory, agents have to exchange hypotheses and argue. Our agents
individually valuate the perceived commitments with respect to the
estimated reputation of the agents from whom the information is ob-
tained.

The agents, which have their own private representations, record
their interlocutors commitments [5]. Moreover, agents individually
valuate their interlocutors reputation. Therefore, an agent is in con-
formance with the following definition:

Definition 8. Theagentai ∈ ℧A is defined by a 6-tuple
ai = 〈Ki, Vi,≪i, promotei,∪j 6=iCSi

j ,≺i〉 where:

• Ki is a personal KBase, i.e. a set of personal claims inALC;
• Vi is a set of personal values;
• promotei : Ki → Vi maps from the personal claims to the per-

sonal values;
• ≪i is the priority relation, i.e. a strict complete ordering relation

onVi;
• CSi

j is a commitment store, i.e. a set of claims inALC℧ . CSi
j(t)

contains propositional commitments taken before or at timet,
where agent aj is the debtor and agent ai the creditor;

• ≺i is the reputation relation, i.e. a strict complete ordering rela-
tion on℧A.

The personal KBase are not necessarily disjoint. We callcommon
KBase the set of claims explicitly shared by the agents:KΩA

⊆
∩ai∈℧A

Ki. Similarly, we callcommon valuesthe values explicitly
shared by the agents:VΩA

⊆ ∩ai∈℧A
Vi. The common claims re-

late to the common values. For everyφ ∈ KΩA
, promote

ΩA
(φ) =

v ∈ VΩA
. The personal KBase can be complementary or contradic-

tory. We calljoint KBase the set of claims distributed in the system:
K℧A

= ∪ai∈℧A
Ki. The agent own claims relate to the agent own

values. For everyφ ∈ Ki −KΩA
, promotei(φ) = v ∈ Vi − VΩA

.
We can distinguish two ways for an agent to valuate her inter-

locutors commitments: either in accordance with a global social or-
der [11], or in accordance with a local perception of the interlocutor,
called reputation. Obviously, this way is more flexible. Reputation



is a social concept that links an agent to her interlocutors. It is also
a leveled relation [2]. The individuated reputation relations, which
are transitive, irreflexive, asymmetric, and complete relations on℧A,
preserve these properties. aj ≺i ak denotes that an agent ai trusts an
agent ak more than another agent aj .In order to take into account the
claims notified in the commitment stores, each agent is associated
with the following extended KBase:

Definition 9. Theextended KBase of the agent ai is the value-based
argumentation KBase AK∗i = 〈K∗

i , V
∗

i , promote∗i ,≪
∗
i 〉 where:

• K∗
i = Ki ∪ [

S

j 6=i CSi
j ] is the agent extended personal KBase

composed of its personal KBase and the set of perceived commit-
ments;

• V ∗
i = Vi∪[

S

j 6=i{v
i
j}] is the agent extended set of personal values

composed of the set of personal values and the reputation values
associated with her interlocutors;

• promote∗i : K∗
i → V ∗

i is the extension of the function promotei

which maps claims in the extended personal KBase to the extended
set of personal values. On the one hand, personal claims relate
to personal values. On the other hand, claims in the commitment
store CSij relate to the reputation valuevi

j ;
• ≪∗

i is the agent extended priority relation, i.e. an ordered relation
onV ∗

i .

Since the debate is a collaborative social process, agents share
common claims of prime importance. To reach the global goal of the
multi-agent system, the common values have priority over the other
values.

Let us consider a debate between two agents, a visitor and a guide
in the ”Foire de Paris”. The guide considers that visitor’s claims make
authority and adjust her own representation to adopt these claims.
By opposite, we will assume the visitor gives priority to the guide’s
claims. Therefore, there is an authority relation between the visitor
and the guide. On one hand, a guide should consider that visitor’s
claims are more revelant than her own. Therefore, her interlocutor
reputation values have priority over her personal values. If aj is a
visitor, the guide extended priority relation ai is constrained as fol-
lows :∀vω ∈ VΩA

∀v ∈ Vi − VΩA
(v ≪∗

i v
i
j ≪

∗
i vω). On the other

hand, a visitor should consider that her own claims are more revelant
than the guide ones. If aj is a guide, the visitor extended priority rela-
tion ai is constrained as follows:∀vω ∈ VΩA

∀v ∈ Vi−VΩA
(vi

j ≪
∗
i

v ≪∗
i vω).

We can easily demonstrate that the extended priority relation is a
strict complete ordering relation. The one-agent notion of conviction
is then defined as follows:

Definition 10. Let ai ∈ ℧A be an agent associated with the extended
KBase
AK∗

i = 〈K∗
i , V

∗
i , promote∗i ,≪

∗
i 〉 andφ ∈ ALC a claim. Theagent

ai is convinced by the claimφ iff φ is the conclusion of an accept-
able definition for the audience ai with respect toA(K∗

i ).

Agents utter messages to exchange their representa-
tions. The syntax of messages is in conformance with
the common communication language, CL. A message
Mk = 〈Sk, Hk, Ak〉 ∈ CL has an identifierMk. It is uttered
by a speaker (Sk = speaker(Mk)) and addressed to an hearer
(Hk = hearer(Mk)). Ak = act(Mk) is the message speech act.
It is composed of a locution and a content. The locution is one of
the following: question, propose, unknow, concede,
counter-propose, challenge, withdraw. The content,
also calledhypothesis, is a claim or a set of claims inALC.

Speech acts have an argumentative semantic, because commit-
ments enrich the extended KBase of the creditors, and a public se-
mantic, because commitments are justified by the extended KBase of
the debtor.

For example, an agent can propose a hypothesis if he has a defini-
tion for it. The corresponding commitments stores are updated. More
formaly, an agent ai can propose to the agent aj a hypothesish at time
t if ai has a definition for it. The corresponding commitments stores
are updated: for any agent ak ( 6= ai) CSk

i (t) = CSk
i (t− 1) ∪ {h}.

The argumentative and social semantic of the speech act
counter-propose is equivalent with the proposition one. The
rational condition for the proposition and the rational condition for
the concession of the same hypothesis by the same agent distinguish
themselves. Agents can propose hypotheses whether they are sup-
ported by a trivial definition or not. By contrast, an agent does not
concede all the hypotheses he hears in spite of they are all supported
by a trivial definition which are in the commitment stores.

The others speech acts (question(h), challenge(h), unknow(h),
and withdraw(h)) are used to manage the sequence of moves (cf sec-
tion 7). They have no particular effects on commitments stores, nei-
ther particular rational conditions of utterance. Since withdraw(h)
speech act has no effect on commitments stores, we consider that
commitments stores are cumulative [9].

The hypotheses which are received must be valuated. For this pur-
pose, commitments will be individually considered in accordance
with the speaker estimated reputation. The following example illus-
trates this principle.

Example 2. If the agent a1 utters the following message:M1 =
〈a1, a2, propose(Subway(x))〉, then the extended KBase of the agent
a2 is as represented in the table 4.

Figure 4. The extended KBase of the agent a2

≪∗
2 V ∗

2 K∗
2

v1 φ11 : Trans(x)
φ21 : Trans⊒ Taxi(x) ⊔ Subway(x)

v2 φ12 : Taxi⊓ Subway≡ ⊥
φ22 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, inParis)

v3 φ3 : Dest(x, inParis) ⊒ Taxi(x) A1

v4 φ4 : Dest(x, level2hallc) ⊒ Subway(x)
v5 φ5 : Dest(x, versailles) ⊒ Taxi(x)
v6 φ6 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, versailles) A2

v7 φ7 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, level2hallc) B

v
2

1 {Subway(x)} = CS2

1 B′
2

We have presented here a model of agents who exchange hypothe-
ses and argue. In the next section, we bound a formal area where
debates take place.

6 Dialectic system

When a set of social and autonomous agents argue, they reply to each
other in order to reach the interaction goal,i.e. an agreement about
a claim. We bound a formal area, called dialectic system, which is
inspired by [7] and adapted to this paper context.

During exchanges, speech acts are not isolated but they respond
to each other. Moves syntax is in conformance with the common
moves language: ML. A move movek = 〈Mk, Rk, Pk〉 ∈ ML
has an identifier movek. It contains a messageMk as defined before.
Moves are messages with some attributes to control the sequence.
Rk = reply(movek) is the move identifier to which movek responds.



A move (movek) is either an initial move (reply(movek) = nil) or a
replying move (reply(movek) 6= nil). Pk = protocol(movek) is the
protocol name which is used.

A dialectic system is composed of two agents. In this formal area,
two agents play moves to check an initial hypothesis,i.e. the topic.

Definition 11. Let AKΩA
= 〈KΩA

, VΩA
, promote

ΩA
〉 be a common

value-based argumentation KBase andφ0 a claim inALC. Thedi-
alectics systemon the topicφ0 is a quintuple DSΩM

(φ0,AKΩA
) =

〈N,H, T, protocol, Z, 〉 where :

• N = {init, part} ⊂ ℧A is a set of two agents called players: the
initiator and the partner;

• ΩM ⊆ML is a set of well-formed moves;
• H is the set of histories, i.e. the sequences of well-formed moves

s.t. the speaker of a move is determined at each stage by a turn-
taking function and the moves agree with a protocol;

• T : H → N is the turn-taking function determining the speaker
of a move. If|h| = 2n thenT (h) = init elseT (h) = part;

• protocol : H → ΩM is the function determining the moves which
are allowed or not to expand an history;

• Z is the set of dialogue, i.e. terminal histories.

In order to be well-formed, the initial move is a question about
the topic from the initiator to the partner and a replying move from a
player always references an earlier move uttered by the other player.
In this way, backtracks are allowed. We call dialogue line the sub-
sequence of moves where all backtracks are ignored. In order to
avoid loops, hypothesis redundancy is forbidden within propositions
belonging to the same dialogue line. Obviously, all moves should
contain the same parameter protocol value.

We have bound here the area in which dialogues take place. We
formalize in the next section a particular protocol to reach a repre-
sentation agreement.

7 Protocol

When two agents have a dialogue, they collaborate to confront their
representations. For this purpose, we propose in this section a proto-
col.

To be efficient, the protocol is a unique-response one where play-
ers can reply just once to the other player’s moves. The protocol is a
set of sequence rules (cf figure 5). Each rule specifies authorized re-
plying moves. In this figure, speech acts resist or surrender to the pre-
vious one. For example, the “Propose/Counter-Propose” rule (written
srP/C ) specifies authorized moves replying to the previous proposi-
tions (propose(Φ)). Contrary to resisting acts, surrendering acts close
the debate. A concession (concede(Φ)) surrenders to the previous
proposition. A challenge (challenge(φ)) and a counter-proposition
(counter-propose(φ)) resist to the previous proposition.

The figure 6 shows a debate in the extensive form game represen-
tation where nodes are game situations and edges are moves. For ex-
ample,2.3init denotes a game situation where the exponent indicates
that the initiator is the next move speaker. The exponent of game-over
situations are boxes (e.g.2.1� , 3.2� , and4.2� ). For evident clar-
ity reasons, the games that follows situations2.2init, 4.4init, and
6.3init are not represented. In order to confront her representation
with a partner, an initiator begins a dialogue. If the partner has no
representation of the topic, he pleads ignorance and closes the dia-
logue (cf game situation2.1� ). If players have the same represen-
tation, the dialogue closes (cf game situation3.2� ). Otherwise, the
goal of the dialogue is to reach an agreement by verbal means. The
following example illustrates such a dialogue.

Example 3. Let us consider a dialogue between a visitor and a guide
in the ”Foire de Paris”. In the initial situation, the value-based argu-
mentation KBase of the visitor (resp. the guide) is represented in the
figure 7 (resp. figure 8). Commitments stores are the results of moves
sequence (cf figure 9).

Figure 7. Extended argumentation KBase of the visitor

≪∗
1 V ∗

1 K∗
1

v1 φ11 : Trans(x)
φ21 : Trans⊒ Taxi(x) ⊔ Subway(x)

v2 φ12 : Taxi⊓ Subway≡ ⊥
φ22 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, inParis)

v3 φ3 : Dest(x, inParis) ⊒ Taxi(x) A1

v
1

2 ∅ = CS1

2

Figure 8. Extended argumentation KBase of the guide

≪∗
2 V ∗

2 K∗
2

v1 φ11 : Trans(x)
φ21 : Trans⊒ Taxi(x) ⊔ Subway(x)

v2 φ12 : Taxi⊓ Subway≡ ⊥
φ22 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, inParis)

v
2

1 ∅ = CS2

1

v4 φ4 : Dest(x, level2hallc) ⊒ Subway(x)
v7 φ7 : Trans(x) ⊒ Dest(x, level2hallc) B

Figure 9. Dialogue to reach an agreement

K∗
1 −KΩA

KΩA
K∗

2 −KΩA

φ11, φ21, φ12, φ22

K1 CS1
2 Game situation CS2

1 K2

φ3 ∅ 0 ∅ φ4, φ7

→ question(Trans(x))→
φ3 ∅ 1 ∅ φ4, φ7

← propose(Subway(x))←
φ3 Subway(x) 2 ∅ φ4, φ7

→ challenge(Subway(x))→
φ3 Subway(x) 3 ∅ φ4, φ7

← propose(φ4, φ7, φ11)←
φ3 Subway(x), φ4, φ7 4 ∅ φ4, φ7

→ counter-propose(φ11, φ3, φ22)→
φ3 Subway(x), φ4, φ7 5 φ3 φ4, φ7

← concede(Taxi(x))←

8 Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper a framework for inter-agents dia-
logue to reach an agreement, which formalize a debate in which the
divergent representations are discussed. For this purpose, we have
proposed an argumentation-based representation framework which
manages the conflicts between claims with different relevances for
different audiences to compute their acceptance. Moreover, we have
proposed a model for the reasoning of agents where they justify the
claims to which they commit and take into account the claims of their
interlocutors. This framework bounds a dialectics system in which
agents play a dialogue to reach an agreement about a conflict of rep-
resentation.

Future works will investigate the applications of such dialogue for
the services composition. For this purpose, we have to shift from our
notion of propositional commitment to the notion of commitment in
actions.



Figure 5. Set of speech acts and their potential answers.

Sequences rules Speech acts Resisting replies Surrendering replies

srQ/A question(φ) propose(φ′), φ ⊢ φ′ unknow(φ)

srP/C propose(Φ) challenge(φ), φ ∈ Φ concede(φ),Φ ⊢ φ
counter-propose(φ), φ 6∈ Φ

srC/P challenge(φ) propose(Φ), Φ ⊢ φ withdraw(φ)

srRec/P counter-propose(Φ) propose(Φ′), Φ ⊆ Φ′ withdraw(Φ)

srT unknow(Φ) ∅ ∅
concede(Φ) ∅ ∅
withdraw(Φ) ∅ ∅

Figure 6. Debate in an extensive form game representation

0init 1part
question(φ0)

2.1�unknow(φ0)

2.2init ...
propose(ψ0), φ0 ⊢ ψ0

2.3init

propose(ψ1), φ0 ⊢ ψ1

3.1part

counter-propose(ψ2), ψ2 6≡ ψ1 4.1init

propose(Ψ2), ψ2 ∈ Ψ2

5.1part
challenge(ψ3 ∈ Ψ2)

6.2�
withdraw(ψ3)

6.3init ...
propose(Ψ3) Ψ3 ⊢ ψ3

4.2�
withdraw(ψ2)

3.2�

concede(ψ1)

3.3part...challenge(ψ1)

4.3�
withdraw(ψ1)

4.4init ...
propose(Ψ1), Ψ1 ⊢ ψ1
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